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First map
§ Crystallographic structure determination workflow and your first map
This is the step (phasing)
where you get your first map
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Terminology

When I say map…
…I mean Fourier map, not electron density map
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Crystal model: Electron density distribution

Macromolecule

Bulk solvent

ρcrystal = ρatoms + ρbulk solvent

Electron density distribution
• A Gaussian function approximates well electron density of an atom
o Convenient computationally (Fourier transform of a Gaussian is a
Gaussian)
• Isotropic distribution of electron density at the point r of an isolated atom
located at position r0 and having B-factor B and occupancy q:
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o Number of terms in the above formula depends on how accurately we
want to model an atom
o ak and bk are atom-specific, tabulated values
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Atom density
• More accurate approximation assumes atoms moving anisotropically
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- Ucart – anisotropic atomic displacement parameters (3*3 symmetric matrix).
€
- Ucart is what is in ANISOU records of PDB files

Atom density
• Electron density of whole molecule is a sum of electron densities of individual
atoms (isotropic or anisotropic or mixed)
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o Bonding effects are ignored (atoms isolated): IAM – individual atom model

Natoms
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Mutipolar density model
§ Even more more accurate approximation assumes atoms are bonded:
multipolar model (Dawson, 1967; Stewart, 1969; Hansen & Coppens, 1978)
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ρATOM = core electrons
+ valence electrons
+ non-spherical part of the valence
electron distribution

§ This kind of electron density model is only used at ultra-high resolution (1Å
and higher)

Electron density – structure factor relationship
Natoms
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Fourier transformation
Set of structure factors {F(s)}, where each one is:
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§ All atoms contribute to each structure factor
§ Two very important for computations features of FT:
- Fourier transform of a Gaussian function is a Gaussian function
- Fourier transform is a linear operation

Electron density – structure factor relationship
Electron density computed by formula
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In reality we see densities more like
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Fourier image
• Experimentally we measure
structure factors: F(s)

k

• What we want to study is electron
density distribution in unit cell:
ρcrystal

l
h

• Exact relationship between ρ and F is only when all terms in the summation
are present

Fourier image
• Exact relationship between ρ and F is only when all terms in the summation are present

• In reality only a subset of all F is measured
All reflections

Measured reflections (red)

Infinite number

Reflections in sphere R=1/dmin
dmin - highest resolution of
dataset

Measured reflections: 2D slice

Some reflections in sphere
R=1/dmin may be missing
(blue): incomplete dataset

• Incomplete hkl set means density is not accurate anymore: Fourier image of finite
resolution

Fourier image

Toy example: C-N in 10*10*10Å P1 box

Electron density distribution along C-N bond vector
ρ (e/Å3)

Distance along C-N (Å)

Fourier image

Exact density

2 Å resolution Fourier image

ρexact (e/Å3)

ρimage (e/Å3)

Distance along C-N (Å)

Distance along C-N (Å)

Fourier image
Exact density
ρ (e/Å3)

Distance along C-N (Å)

2 Å resolution Fourier image
ρimage (e/Å3)

Distance along C-N (Å)

Positive and negative
spurious peaks –
Fourier truncation
ripples (artifacts)

Fourier image
More examples: exact density (red) and 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5 Å resolution
Fourier images
ρ (e/Å3)

Distance along C-N (Å)

ρ (e/Å3)

Distance along C-N (Å)
Positive and negative spurious peaks –
Fourier truncation ripples (artifacts)

Inverse problem in crystallography
2 Å resolution set of F

Exact density

2 Å resolution Fourier image

• Inverse problem: converting observed measurements
into information about a physical object.
•

Ill-posed problem in crystallography: we want to
reconstruct image damaged due to finite amount of
measured data

•

Regularization involves introducing additional
information in order to solve an ill-posed problem

•

It involves encoding prior knowledge in terms of
constraints on the solution space like positivity or
smoothness for example.

•

Example: density is positive and total charge F000

Inverse problem in crystallography

(Sayre, 1951)

• One can iterate back and forth any number of times – this will not change F
or ρ
• Values of F calculated for Miller indices that were not used in calculation of ρ
are always equal to zero

Inverse problem in crystallography

Modify density
in some way
New indices are in box:
|h|<N/2, |k|<N/2, |l|<N/2
N – map gridding

• This is a foundation for regularization methods that in crystallography called
Density Modification

Addressing inverse problem in crystallography: density modification
• Density constraints to improve phases and extend resolution:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Atomicity (Hoppe & Gassmann, 1964)
Positivity (Barrett & Zwick, 1971)
Noncrystallographic symmetry (Bricogne, 1974)
Solvent flatness (Bricogne, 1974)
Map connectivity (continuity) (Bhat & Blow, 1982)
Histogram matching (Lunin, 1988)
MEM (maximum entropy methods) (Collins, 1982)

• Good reviews:
• Classical density modification:
o Podjarny, Rees & Urzhumtsev, 1996;
o Cowtan, 2012;
• Statistical density modification:
• A series of papers in Acta Cryst by Tom Terwilliger

Inverse problem in crystallography

Original map

Modified map

This is may still be far
from ideal density

New set of reflections
Improved map
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Displaying Fourier map
•

What we look at are never electron density maps but its Fourier images
Same Fourier maps contoured at 1σ (left) and 2.5σ (right)

•

Showing a map does not make much sense unless the following is specified:
- resolution (and completeness) of corresponding set of miller indices
- contouring level
- units

Map scaling
•

Fourier transform of structure factors gives map in arbitrary units

•

Map needs to be scaled:
• Absolute scale (e/Å3)
o Divide map values by unit cell volume, and
o Add F(0,0,0) reflection, which is total charge of the unit cell
- F(0,0,0) is never measured in diffraction experiment but estimated
from unit cell content
- Also can be estimated from measuring crystal density
- Convenient as there is a reference point: mean solvent density 0.35e/Å3

• Scale by standard deviation (sigma, σ):
o Calculate map standard deviation and divide map values by it
o Widely (almost exclusively) used
o Difficult to compare maps since standard deviation depends on map
values

Map output formats
• Actual map (3D function computed on a grid)
o X-plor/CNS format
- Text file (typically huge size), longer to load
- Can be visualized in PyMol
o CCP4 format
- Binary file format (smaller size), faster to load
- Can be used with Coot or PyMol
• File with Fourier map coefficients
o Typically in MTZ format (other formats exist)
o Small files, quick to load, may contain several “maps”
o Graphics programs, like Coot, will do Fourier transform internally in order to
produce the map
- No control over how the map is scaled

Model bias

ρ crystal (r)
Fourier transformation

€

Set of structure factors {F(s)}={F(s), phase(s)}

If phases come from the model – fundamental problem: model bias.

Model bias
• Model bias
- Results from using atomic model to calculate phases
o Map tends to have features present in the model even if they are not
actually present in the structure (Ramachandran & Srinivasan, 1961; Read, 1986;
Bhat, 1988; Hodel et al., 1992; Adams et al., 1999; Kleywegt, 2000).
• Explanation in a nutshell
Once an atomic model has been refined, the positions and other parameters
describing correctly placed atoms are adjusted during refinement in order to
compensate for the incorrectly placed atoms.
Consequently, even if the incorrectly placed atoms are removed from the
model before the calculation of phases, a memory of their positions can
remain and the resulting map can retain incorrect features.

Model bias
• Methods and tools to reduce model bias
-

σA-map: 2mFOBS-DFMODEL (Read, 1986; Urzhumtsev et al., 1996)
OMIT map (Bhat, 1988)
Simulated-annealing OMIT maps (Hodel et al., 1992; Brunger et al., 1998)
‘kicked’ OMIT maps (Guncar et al., 2000)
Model rebuilding with randomization (Zeng et al., 1997; Reddy et al., 2003)
Prime-and-switch density modification (Terwilliger, 2004)
Carry out the usual model building and refinement avoiding a specific
model part, such as ligand
- ‘ping-pong refinement’ (Hunt & Deisenhofer, 2003)
• Most of the above methods may or may not remove the bias completely
• The map may be of worse overall quality
- omitting a piece of model is unlikely to make the model better

Model bias
§ The most efficient method of removing bias
- “Iterative-build OMIT procedure” removes bias completely and results in
good map
- Available in PHENIX only
- May take a while to run
Iterative-build OMIT maps: map improvement by iterative model building
and refinement without model bias. Acta Cryst. (2008). D64, 515–524.
Terwilliger et al.

§ Typical mistake:
- remove a piece of model in question, compute a map and expect it
unbiased
- in fact, such a map may serve as a nice example of model bias!

{2FOBS-FMODEL, phase} versus {FOBS, phase}
§ Why {2FOBS-FMODEL, phase} and not simply {FOBS, phase} ?
- {FOBS, phase} shows missing features in half-size

Direct maps {FOBS,phase} - show unmodelled parts at half their density
2Fo-Fc
Fo: complete
model, Fc and
phase: Lys
omit
3σ

Fo,
Fo: complete
model, phase:
Lys omit
3σ

Fc-map,
complete
model
3σ

Fo,
Fo: complete
model, phase:
Lys omit
1.5σ

σA-map (sigma-a map)
§ Least model biased map (σA-map)
- Randy Read (1986) showed that if properly weighted 2FOBS-FMODEL map
can be least model biased (σA-map):
acentric reflections: 2mFo-DFc
centric reflections (*): mFo
m – figure of merrit, D~ model error and scale between Fo and Fc
m and D are obtained by minimization of Maximum-Likelihood function
w,r,t. these parameters using test set of reflections only (first proposed by
Urzhumtsev et al., 1996).

(*) Definition: A reflection (h,k,l) is said to be centric if in the space group there is at least one
symmetry operation g(x)=R_g*x+t_g whose rotational part R_g sends the reflection to minus itself.
R_g*(h,k,l)=(-h,-k,-l)
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